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ABSTRACT: Nuclear quantum eﬀects play a crucial role in many
chemical and biological systems involving hydrogen atoms yet are
diﬃcult to include in practical molecular simulations. In this paper,
we combine our recently developed methods of constrained
nuclear−electronic orbital density functional theory (cNEO-DFT)
and constrained minimized energy surface molecular dynamics
(CMES-MD) to create a new method for accurately and eﬃciently
describing nuclear quantum eﬀects in molecular simulations. By
use of this new method, dubbed cNEO-MD, the vibrational spectra
of a set of small molecules are calculated and compared with those
from conventional ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) as well as
from experiments. With the same formal scaling, cNEO-MD
greatly outperforms AIMD in describing the vibrational modes
with signiﬁcant hydrogen motion characters, demonstrating the promise of cNEO-MD for simulating chemical and biological
systems with signiﬁcant nuclear quantum eﬀects.

■

INTRODUCTION
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are a powerful tool for
investigating static and dynamic properties of chemical and
biological systems.1−3 In atomistic MD simulations, atoms
evolve on potential energy surfaces (PESs) according to
Newtonian dynamics, and thus an accurate PES is necessary
for a reliable simulation. In general, PESs can be obtained via
either force ﬁelds, for which the parameters can be obtained by
ﬁtting to experimental or quantum mechanical data,4−6 or ab
initio electronic structure calculations. MD simulations based
on force ﬁelds are computationally eﬃcient, while ab initio
molecular dynamics (AIMD), which uses PESs calculated onthe-ﬂy by ab initio electronic structure calculations, is generally
slower but more accurate, especially in describing electronic
polarizations and chemical reactions. However, in conventional
AIMD simulations, all nuclei evolve classically on a PES that
does not include nuclear quantum eﬀects such as zero-point
energies and quantum tunneling. As a result, conventional
AIMD can perform poorly in the description of many
important chemical and biological systems involving hydrogen
atoms,7 such as water, in which nuclear quantum eﬀects play
an important role in its hydrogen bonding network.8−11
Many methods have been developed to incorporate nuclear
quantum eﬀects in molecular simulations.12−15 Wave packet
dynamics13,16 can be very accurate, but the cost scales up
rapidly with the system size and is usually limited to systems
with tens of degrees of freedom. Methods based on the path© 2022 American Chemical Society

integral formalism can also describe nuclear quantum eﬀects
and are more popular in practical applications. They are based
on a classical−quantum isomorphism,17,18 which maps the
underlying quantum system onto a classical one with chains of
replicas. In this way, static properties can be obtained by the
ensemble average within the extended phase space with either
molecular dynamics (PIMD) or Monte Carlo (PIMC)
simulations, and dynamical properties can be obtained with
centroid molecular dynamics19 (CMD), ring-polymer molecular dynamics20 (RPMD), and other variants.21,22 These pathintegral methods have been applied to a variety of aqueous and
solid systems and have provided many important chemical
insights.23,24 However, while static properties can mostly be
accurately described, dynamical properties such as vibrational
spectra remain challenging: RPMD can have spurious peak
splittings due to the unphysical resonance between the
molecular vibrational modes and the internal vibrational
modes of the ring polymer,25,26 while CMD can suﬀer from
an artiﬁcial redshift for stretching modes due to the curvature
problem at low temperatures.27 Furthermore, although
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techniques such as ring-polymer contraction28 and the
generalized Langevin equation29 have been developed to
accelerate PIMD simulations,15 very few of them can be
directly extended to RPMD and CMD simulations, and it
remains computationally expensive to perform RPMD and
CMD simulations on molecular systems with accurate ab initio
PESs. Therefore, a molecular simulation method that can
accurately and eﬃciently incorporate nuclear quantum eﬀects
remains highly desirable.
Recently, our group developed the constrained nuclear−
electronic orbital density functional theory30,31 (cNEO-DFT)
as an extension to the multicomponent density functional
theory.32−37 A signiﬁcant advantage of cNEO-DFT is that it
yields an energy surface that inherently includes nuclear
quantum eﬀects. This surface is a function of quantum nuclear
expectation positions as well as classical nuclear positions of
any nuclei treated classically. With cNEO-DFT energy
surfaces, accurate vibrational frequencies have been obtained
for a series of small molecules with harmonic Hessian
calculations,38 which are signiﬁcantly more accurate than
those from conventional DFT calculations and are comparable
to or even better than those from the vibrational perturbation
theory (DFT-VPT2).39−41 These results suggest that cNEODFT gives reliable energy surfaces, at least around local energy
minima, and thus is promising for performing dynamics.
Furthermore, our group also recently developed constrained
minimized energy surface molecular dynamics (CMES-MD),42
which modiﬁes classical molecular dynamics to incorporate
nuclear quantum eﬀects. In this paper, CMES-MD simulations
are performed in molecular systems with cNEO-DFT energy
surfaces, and this new approach, dubbed cNEO-MD, is
employed to calculate the vibrational spectra of a set of
small molecules. The results are compared with those from the
conventional AIMD as well as from experiments to
demonstrate the promise of cNEO-MD for molecular
simulations.

constrained energy minimization with the following additional
terms in the Lagrangian30,31

∑ f I ·(⟨rI⟩ − RI)
I

m

d⟨x⟩
= ⟨p⟩
dt

and
d⟨p⟩
dV CMES
≈−
dt
d⟨x⟩

THEORETICAL METHOD
In multicomponent DFT, the ground-state energy of a
molecular system is expressed as a functional of electronic
densities and quantum nuclear densities,32

in which VCMES is the constrained minimized energy surface
with the quantum particle constrained at the expectation
position ⟨x⟩. These equations are highly similar to those of
classical molecular dynamics with the diﬀerence that VCMES is
an eﬀective potential that incorporates nuclear quantum
eﬀects, replacing the conventional potential. In practical
molecular systems, since cNEO-DFT minimizes the energy
with constrained nuclear positions, the cNEO-DFT energy
surface is naturally the CMES and thus may be utilized for
CMES-MD simulations, which we now call cNEO-MD. With
highly similar equations of motion, cNEO-MD can be
performed essentially in the same way as conventional
AIMD, with multicomponent cNEO-DFT calculations replacing the pure electronic structure calculations of AIMD for
obtaining energies and gradients.

E[ρe , {ρn }]

where ρe denotes the electron density and ρn denotes the
density of the nth-type quantum nucleus. As with conventional
electronic DFT, in principle, the ground state energy as well as
the ground state electronic and nuclear densities can be
obtained if the exact density functional is known. However, in
practice, approximations are needed, and much progress has
been made in developing multicomponent density functional
approximations to obtain accurate ground-state properties.43,44
As an extension to multicomponent DFT, cNEO-DFT is
developed from the fact that in regular chemical and biological
systems, quantum nuclei are generally localized in space and
therefore can be treated as distinguishable particles with
certain nuclear expectation positions, which can be expressed
as

∫ rρI (r) dr

(2)

where fI is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the Ith
quantum nucleus
Making the Lagrangian stationary with respect to electronic
and nuclear orbitals leads to a set of coupled Fock equations
for electrons and quantum nuclei, which needs to be solved
self-consistently together with the Lagrange multipliers {fI}.
The resulting cNEO-DFT is a constrained minimized energy
surface (CMES) and is a function of quantum nuclear
expectation positions as well as classical nuclear positions if
certain nuclei are treated classically. The analytic energy
gradients31 can be directly calculated by taking derivatives with
respect to the expectation positions of quantum nuclei and the
coordinates of classical nuclei, which will serve as the forces
acting on the nuclei in subsequent MD simulations.
Our group has recently developed constrained minimized
energy surface molecular dynamics (CMES-MD), which is a
general theory for incorporating nuclear quantum eﬀects into
molecular dynamics simulations. CMES-MD has been shown
to accurately describe the quantum harmonic oscillator, the
Morse oscillator, and a double-well potential, demonstrating
the promise of CMES-MD in accurately and eﬃciently
incorporating nuclear quantum eﬀects, especially zero-point
and tunneling eﬀects.42 In CMES-MD, the equations of
motion are

■

⟨rI⟩ ≡

Article

■

COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
We use cNEO-MD to compute the vibrational spectra of four
molecular systems−water (H2O, HDO, D2O), trans-formic
acid (HCOOH), methanol (CH 3 OH), and 1-butanol
(C4H9OH). During the MD simulations, the cNEO-DFT
energy and gradient calculations are performed on-the-ﬂy with
an in-house version45 of PySCF,46,47 and the MD simulations
are performed with the Atomic Simulation Environment
(ASE) package.48 For cNEO-DFT calculations, since nuclear
quantum eﬀects are most signiﬁcant for hydrogen atoms, we

(1)

where ⟨rI⟩ denotes the expectation position for the Ith
quantum nucleus. Thus, the quantum state for a set of deﬁned
quantum nuclear expectation positions RI can be obtained via a
4040
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Figure 1. IR spectra of single H2O, HDO, and D2O molecules by AIMD and cNEO-MD at 300 K. Experimental vibrational frequencies are shown
as dashed vertical lines. The inset for HDO shows the Fermi resonance between the O−D asymmetric stretch mode and the ﬁrst overtone of the
bend mode in a HDO molecule. The experimental vibrational frequencies are from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
Web site.

facilitate a comparison with cNEO-MD, conventional AIMD
simulations are performed with the same parameters for both
electronic structure calculations and MD simulations. We note
that cNEO-MD is essentially another type of AIMD because
the energy surfaces are also obtained from ab initio
calculations, but in order to distinguish cNEO-MD from the
conventional way of performing AIMD, we will simply use
AIMD to refer to the conventional AIMD in which nuclei are
treated classically.

only treat hydrogen atoms quantum mechanically, although
full quantum calculations are also viable.31 The cc-pVDZ basis
set49 is adopted for electrons, and the PB4-D basis50 is used for
protons. A modiﬁed PB4-D basis is used for deuterium with
exponents rescaled according to the mass dependence in the
harmonic oscillator model. (Table S1) The basis sets centers
are ﬁxed on nuclear (expectation) positions in our calculations,
although we note that the centers could have subtle eﬀects on
the resulting vibrational spectra.51−53 Since electronic exchange−correlation functionals could have a signiﬁcant
inﬂuence on the calculated vibrational spectra,54 we have
performed benchmark calculations on functional choice and
then adopted the PBE0 functional55 because DFT-PBE0 gives
the most accurate results for molecular vibrational frequencies
when compared to CCSD(T).56 (see Table S2 for benchmark
details) We do not include electron−nuclei correlations or
nuclei−nuclei correlations, and their inﬂuence will be left for
future studies. In MD simulations, an NVT simulation is ﬁrst
performed to sample the canonical equilibrium distribution
with the Nose−Hoover thermostat.57,58 The time step is set to
0.5 fs, and the total simulation time is 20 ps. In this work, we
compare the computed vibrational spectra of single molecules
to their experimental spectra in dilute gas phase. Therefore, we
place one molecule in a large periodic box (15 Å × 15 Å × 15
Å) in our simulations to avoid interactions between periodic
mirrors. The velocity autocorrelation functions by AIMD and
cNEO-MD are shown in Figure S2. After reaching equilibrium
(Figure S1), ﬁve uncoupled phase-space points from the NVT
simulation are picked as the starting points for ﬁve
independent NVE simulations with a time step of 0.5 fs and
a total simulation time of 5 ps, and this set of parameter choice
has been veriﬁed to converge the vibrational spectra (Figure
S3). On the basis of the NVE trajectories, velocity and dipole
autocorrelation functions are then calculated and used to
obtain power and infrared (IR) spectra, respectively, through a
Fourier transform and trajectory averaging59−61 (see Figures
S4, S5, S6, and S7 for the results of diﬀerent trajectories). To

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The IR spectra of single H2O, HDO, and D2O molecules by
cNEO-MD and AIMD at 300 K are shown in Figure 1 along
with the experimental vibrational frequencies indicated by
dashed vertical lines. There are three vibrational modes in
these molecules, all of which are IR active. It has been widely
known that AIMD tends to overestimate the vibrational
frequencies of water molecules, particularly for O−H(D)
stretch modes. The mean absolute error (MAE) of AIMD
simulations for these peaks is 95 cm−1. In contrast, the
vibrational frequencies by cNEO-MD are signiﬁcantly more
accurate with a MAE of 17 cm−1. Hence, excellent results are
calculated from cNEO-MD regardless of the isotope type.
When compared with the corresponding harmonic Hessian
results, both AIMD and cNEO-MD lower the harmonic
frequencies by only about 10 cm−1 (see Table S4 for details).
In contrast, the diﬀerences between AIMD and cNEO-MD
frequencies are roughly 100 cm−1. Therefore, we may conclude
that nuclear quantum eﬀects are more important than
temperature-mediated anharmonicity in the accurate description of vibrational frequencies for water molecules, especially
for the high-frequency O−H stretch modes, although we note
that nuclear quantum eﬀects and anharmonic eﬀects62 are
often closely related.63 In addition to peak positions, the
intensities of the peaks are also reasonable with a higher
intensity for the asymmetric O−H(D) stretch than for the
symmetric O−H(D) stretch.
4041
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It is known that there exists a Fermi resonance between the
fundamental of the O−D stretch mode and the ﬁrst overtone
of the bend mode in the HDO molecule64,65 as a result of their
proximity in frequency. Notably, cNEO-MD can successfully
capture this subtle eﬀect, which is manifested by two peaks
close in both position and intensity, at around 2710 and 2740
cm−1, respectively (see inset of Figure 1 and Figure S4b). In
contrast, AIMD fails to describe the Fermi resonance with only
a single peak at 2806 cm−1. This diﬀerence in performance
suggests that cNEO-MD also greatly outperforms AIMD in
describing overtones.
Previously, the vibrational spectrum of a single H2O
molecule has been calculated with RPMD,66 a popular method
for including nuclear quantum eﬀects. According to this study,
RPMD yields vibrational frequencies that are about 100 cm−1
lower than those by harmonic calculations.66 However, they
are still about 100 cm−1 higher than experimental values.66
Furthermore, as the computational cost of cNEO-MD is much
smaller than RPMD, cNEO-MD is both more accurate and
more eﬃcient in predicting the vibrational frequencies of the
single water molecule. This is consistent with our previous
results in a Morse oscillator model, where CMES-MD is more
accurate than RPMD and CMD.42 However, we note that
many variants of RPMD and CMD have been recently
developed to overcome these limitations,22,67 and comparisons
between cNEO-MD and these variants are left for future
research.
The power and IR spectra of a single HCOOH molecule are
presented in Figure 2a and Figure 2b, respectively. The
experimental vibrational frequencies are shown as dashed lines
in Figure 2a. Similar to the results for water, AIMD
signiﬁcantly overestimates the frequencies of the two highfrequency C−H stretch and O−H stretch modes at around
3000 and 3500 cm−1, by more than 100 cm−1, whereas cNEOMD can describe them accurately with errors of less than 15
cm−1. Hence, cNEO-DFT continues to give substantially
improved vibrational frequencies relative to AIMD for
vibrations with signiﬁcant hydrogen motion characters. Nevertheless, for the CO stretch mode near 1700 cm−1, both
AIMD and cNEO-MD overestimate its frequency by about
100 cm−1. While this is partially caused by the classical
treatment of C and O atoms in cNEO-DFT calculations, it is
mainly due to the poor performance of PBE0 in describing this
stretch mode, which overestimates the frequency by 72 cm−1
compared to CCSD(T) in a harmonic treatment (see Table
S2). In principle, with a better electronic functional that
matches the CCSD(T) results, this mode should be able to be
better described by both AIMD and cNEO-MD.
A Fermi resonance in HCOOH has been observed
experimentally at 1216 and 1306 cm−1, which was attributed
to the resonance between the fundamental of the O−H bend
and the ﬁrst overtone of the COH torsion.68 There is also a
doublet in the AIMD results (1378 and 1405 cm−1) in Figure
2a. However, the doublet in AIMD is caused by the Fermi
resonance between the C−H bend and the overtone of the
torsion, while for cNEO-MD, there are three peaks close in
energy and intensity, which involve the fundamentals of the
O−H bend and the C−H bend, as well as the overtone of the
torsion. The reason for the contaminations from the C−H
bend in both AIMD and cNEO-MD is again related to the
performance of PBE0, which is inaccurate in describing the
torsion mode. The frequency of the torsion mode by DFTPBE0 is overestimated by about 70 cm−1 relative to the

Article

Figure 2. Power spectra and IR spectra of a single HCOOH molecule
by AIMD and cNEO-MD at 300 K. Experimental vibrational
frequencies shown as dashed vertical lines in (a) and experimental
spectra in (b) are both from the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) Web site.

experimental value (see Table S4), making the frequency of its
overtone too high and predicting a Fermi resonance with both
the C−H bend and the O−H bend at 1336 and 1385 cm−1 in
the cNEO-MD simulation. We note that although PBE0 is
problematic in describing some of the modes in HCOOH, it is
still the most accurate of all the functionals we tested (Table
S2). This calls for more density functional development in the
accurate description of molecular vibrations.
For the IR spectra in Figure 2b, cNEO-MD produces a
spectrum that is in great agreement with the experimental
results for both peak positions and peak intensities. A major
diﬀerence is that the experimental results have peak splittings
due to molecular rotations whereas rotations are removed from
all our MD simulations. As with the power spectrum, cNEOMD is more accurate than AIMD with a signiﬁcant better
description of the C−H and O−H stretch modes.
The power and IR spectra of CH3OH by AIMD and cNEOMD at 300 K are provided in Figure 3. The experimental
vibrational frequencies are shown as dashed lines in Figure 3a.
Similar to the previous cases, the O−H stretch mode at 3681
4042
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results shown in Figure 4. As was observed with the smaller
molecules, we again ﬁnd an excellent agreement between the

Figure 4. IR spectra of a single C4H9OH molecule by AIMD and
cNEO-MD at 300 K. Experimental IR spectrum is from the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Web site.

cNEO-MD spectrum and the experimental spectrum in terms
of both peak positions and peak intensities, whereas AIMD
greatly overestimates the frequencies of O−H and C−H
stretch, at around 3700 and 3000 cm−1, respectively.
We performed detailed analyses on the performance of
Hessian calculations and MD simulations by both DFT and
cNEO-DFT. For the X−H stretch modes that cNEO-DFT is
mainly developed for, the MAE from diagonalizing the DFTHessian is 133.3 cm−1. The error signiﬁcantly reduces to 22.9
cm−1 when cNEO-DFT Hessian is used. With cNEO-MD, the
MAE further reduces to 15.6 cm−1. We note that this error
reduction from cNEO-DFT Hessian to cNEO-MD may not
look as signiﬁcant as that from DFT Hessian to cNEO-DFT
Hessian, but it still represents a 32% error reduction among
these accurate methods, suggesting the importance of
including anharmonicity eﬀects through MD simulations.
Furthermore, cNEO-MD not only provides vibrational
frequencies but also directly gives intensities and broadenings,
which can be easily compared with experimental results. This is
in contrast to the IR spectrum obtained from the cNEO-DFT
Hessian or DFT Hessian, which yields good intensities but
often needs artiﬁcial peak broadening to compare with
experimental spectrum. In addition to the improvements in
spectra over the cNEO-DFT Hessian, we note that cNEO-MD
is not limited to vibrational frequency calculations. It can be
used to sample geometric conﬁgurations, simulate dynamics
processes, predict reaction rates, and so forth. The inclusion of
nuclear quantum eﬀects in the MD simulations is expected to
improve the accuracy of all of these types of calculations, which
we will explore in future work.
In MD simulations, it is well-known that the simulation
temperature can aﬀect the appearance of spectra. In principle,
the temperature dependence study needs to be performed
through an ensemble average of a series of NVE simulations
started from conﬁgurations sampled from an equilibrated NVT
simulation. However, this requires a large number of
simulations and makes it hard to converge the ﬁnal spectra,
particularly at high temperatures. Following a similar treatment
in refs 70 and 71, we directly used the spectra from a single

Figure 3. Power spectra and IR spectra of a single CH3OH molecule
by AIMD and cNEO-MD at 300 K. Experimental vibrational
frequencies shown as dashed vertical lines in (a) and experimental
spectra in (b) are both from the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) Web site.

cm−1 is accurately predicted by cNEO-MD with an error of 6
cm−1, whereas AIMD gives a signiﬁcant overestimation of the
frequency with an error of 145 cm−1. There are three
experimental reference values in the range of 2800−3000
cm−1 that are associated with CH3 stretches. However, we can
observe four peaks in this range for both AIMD and cNEOMD due to the Fermi resonances between the CH3 stretch
modes and the overtone of the CH3 deformation modes, which
is observed experimentally in the Raman spectrum of gaseous
methanol.69 The frequency range for these peaks by cNEOMD is closer to the experimental result than that by AIMD,
which can also be veriﬁed by the good agreement between the
IR spectrum by cNEO-MD and the experimental spectrum in
Figure 3b. Similar behaviors can be observed for the CH3
deformation modes at around 1500 cm−1 and CH3 rock modes
at around 1000 cm−1, all of which suggest that cNEO-MD
produces an IR spectrum that more accurately matches the
experimental result than AIMD.
To test the performance of cNEO-MD on a larger molecule,
we additionally calculated the IR spectra of 1-butanol with the
4043
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NVT trajectory to investigate the temperature dependence. We
choose a single CH3OH molecule and performed both AIMD
and cNEO-MD at 10 K, 100 K, 300 K, and 1000 K. The
resulting IR spectra are presented in Figure 5. We can see that
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the application of cNEO-MD to the condensed phase will be
pursued in the future.
Finally, we note that cNEO-MD is an aﬀordable method
that has the same formal scaling as that of conventional AIMD.
The computational cost of cNEO-MD is benchmarked against
conventional AIMD simulations in Table S3. With the same
running environment, the total computational time of cNEOMD is only about 1.5−3 times as large as that of AIMD for the
four tested molecules, but this slight increase in computational
time is often worthwhile since the motions involving hydrogen
atoms are much more accurately described as shown above. As
QM/MM, parametrized force ﬁeld, and machine learning have
been combined with conventional DFT for the simulation of
complex chemical and biological systems,72 it will be
straightforward for cNEO-DFT to apply to these systems
using similar techniques. This will help elucidate the key role
that hydrogen atoms play in chemical and biological systems
through the accurate description of nuclear quantum eﬀects.

■

CONCLUSION
In summary, we combined our recently developed methods of
cNEO-DFT and CMES-MD and created a new method,
cNEO-MD, that can accurately and eﬃciently describe nuclear
quantum eﬀects in molecular simulations. With cNEO-MD, we
obtained power and IR spectra for water, formic acid, and
methanol molecules. Compared with AIMD, cNEO-MD gives
vibrational spectra that are in much better agreement with
experimental results, especially for the stretch modes involving
hydrogen atoms. Isotope eﬀects on the vibrational spectra can
also be accurately described by cNEO-MD, and subtle
structures in the spectra such as Fermi resonances can also
be accurately described provided that the electronic density
functional approximation is reasonably accurate. Furthermore,
since cNEO-DFT has the same formal scaling as conventional
DFT, cNEO-MD is an inexpensive computational method for
incorporating nuclear quantum eﬀects into MD simulations.
This work opens the possibility of using cNEO-MD in the
study of static and dynamic properties of chemical and
biological systems with signiﬁcant nuclear quantum eﬀects.
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Figure 5. IR spectra of a single CH3OH molecule by (a) AIMD and
(b) cNEO-MD at diﬀerent temperatures.

The Supporting Information is available free of charge at
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.1c12932.

the eﬀects of temperature on AIMD and cNEO-MD are
similar, and they both display a redshift of vibrational
frequencies and broadening of peaks as the temperature
increases. However, these eﬀects are relatively small for both
AIMD and cNEO-MD simulations if the system is at or below
room temperature. This is because at low temperatures,
molecular dynamics still mainly samples the region near the
equilibrium position, which is mostly harmonic. This is no
longer true as the temperature increases to 1000 K, where most
peaks become smeared and it becomes diﬃcult to assign peak
positions. In addition to nuclear quantum eﬀects and
anharmonic eﬀects, we note that the phase of the matter will
also have a signiﬁcant impact on vibrational spectra. For
example, the IR spectrum of liquid methanol is quite diﬀerent
from that of methanol in the gas phase with broader peaks
rather than sharp ones. The diﬀerences are caused by
intermolecular interactions, especially hydrogen bonds.70 In
this paper, we only consider molecules in the gas phase, and
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PB4-D basis set test for proton and deuterium,
comparison of harmonic vibrational frequencies by
CCSD(T) and DFT with diﬀerent functionals, benchmark of the computational cost of cNEO-MD, thermal
equilibrium in NVT simulations, velocity autocorrelation
functions by cNEO-MD, the convergence of NVE
vibrational spectra with respect to sampling time length,
power spectra and IR spectra by diﬀerent NVE
trajectories, and molecular vibrational frequencies by
MD simulations and Hessian calculations (PDF)
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